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CST
Suzy Blaschke
Yes
No
NA
Does the CO Description include statements addressing the following (Ch7 CCAM):
w What, where and why?
w Price justification containing fair and reasonable statement
w Plan sheets (new, removed or modified)
w Environmental clearance 
w Time impact analysis or time extension letter if time extension needed       For CO extending MNT contracts under SP to Item 4 (or Item 10 language for MMC/TMC contracts)        use CO reason code 3S and include the following statement in CO: "Contractor has complied with terms and conditions of the original contract."         Supporting documentation included?         Does this work change the scope of the project? (Ch7 CCAM)
If so, has the DE (for State Jobs) or CST (for Federal Jobs) given their approval?         Does this CO increase/decrease the original contract amount within the acceptable district limits? 
   The summation of all CO's is recommended to be less than 5% of the original contract.         Does this CO increase/decrease the project limits? (Ch7&16 CCAM)          If YES, has the DE or appropriate Division given their approval?
Funding
Has the CO type been verified?
Has CO Funding Work Program (WP) & Category (CAT) been approved by appropriate Division and/or TP&D?           If YES, has entry for WP & CAT been entered in SM funding window?         Does CO impact 3rd party funding?
If YES, has a 3rd party funding Notification Sheet (Form 2146-AFA) been sent and signed by the 3rd party? (coordinate with DCO)          
Does CO require a new or revised funding agreement?If YES, has CSD reviewed the revised funding agreement?
General
Yes
No
NA
Is CO receiving materials into stock?         Has the AO coordinated with Maintenance to create Stock Account Material items?         If received from Contractor, have materials been set up in MMS? (coordinate with MNT)         
Stock Account Materials
Yes
No
Are pedestrian elements increased to $50,000 or more? 
If YES, coordinate with the DCO to have RAS vendor review plan sheets and provide TDLR registration. (Ch7 CCAM)
Note: Ensure review comments are addressed prior to CO approval.
TDLR
Yes
No
NA
Is CO work within the scope of the original environmental assessments and reviews?Does the added work disturb additional soil?If YES, has the CO been reviewed and/or approved for environmental considerations, obligations or commitments by the District Environmental Specialist / DEQC?         Have the necessary clearances or permits been obtained to address any increased impacts?         Does the added work increase the total disturbed area greater than 1 acre threshold?         If so, does the project have an SW3P 
or is it added with CO?         Does the added work increase the total disturbed area greater than 5 acres?         If so, has the District and Contractor submitted an NOI request and filed it with TCEQ?
Environmental
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Note: FHWA approval/review is required as dictated on the S&O Plan for 
          TxDIP (formally PoDI) projects, coordinate with DCO
NA
No
Yes
Yes
No
NA
Is CO signed by the Contractor?  
         
Is CO signed and sealed by correct signature authority (Area Engineer/DOC/DE)?
Other
Yes
No
NA
Does CO require form 1295? If so, ensure form is attached and acknowledged on Texas Ethics Commission web site?
 
Does CO increase or decrease DBE committed items of work?  
 
Has signed CO packet been e-mailed to DCO/ CST/Stakeholders and etc.?
Date CO reviewed by DCO?
Date CO given to District Environmental Quality Coordinator (DEQC) for review/approval?
Date CO reviewed by DEQC
Date CO reviewed and approved by appropriate signature authority    (Area Engineer/DOC/DE)
Dates
Notes
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Signatures
CHANGE ORDER REASON CODE CHART
Category - Reason
Code
Change Order Reason: Usage
* Indicates Non-Participating Change Order Reason Codes
1 - Errors and Omissions
1A.
INCORRECT PS&E (TxDOT DESIGN):  This code should be used when TxDOT prepared the PS&E and an error and/or omission is discovered, but there is no additional cost to the project, nor any contractor delay, rework or inefficiencies.
1B.
INCORRECT PS&E (CONSULTANT DESIGN): This code should be used when a consultant prepared the PS&E and an error and/or omission is discovered, but there is no additional cost to TxDOT, nor any contractor delay, rework or inefficiencies to the project.
1C.
DESIGN ERROR OR OMMISSION (OTHER): This code should be used when there is an error and/or omission, (TxDOT or consultant) but the cause (all or partial) cannot be assigned to TxDOT or the consultant and other codes in this category are not appropriate.
1D.*
DES ERROR DELAY, REWORK, INEFF-TxDOT:  Design error or omission that resulted in delay, rework, or inefficiencies (TxDOT design).  This code should be used when TxDOT prepared the PS&E and an error and/or omission is discovered and additional cost, contractor delay, rework or inefficiencies occur on the project.
1E.*
DES ERROR DELAY, REWORK, INEFF-CONSLT:  Design error or omission that resulted in delay, rework, or inefficiencies (Consultant design). This code should be used when a consultant prepared the PS&E and an error and/ or omission is discovered and additional cost to TxDOT or contractor delay, rework or inefficiencies occur on the project.
2 - Differing Site Conditions (Unforeseeable)
2A.
DIFFER SITE CONDITION (UNFORESEEABLE):  This code should be used when actual site conditions are found to be different than depicted in the plans, soil borings or other project information.  Refer to Article 4.3 of the standard specifications.
2F.
SITE CONDITIONS ALTERED BY ACT OF GOD:  This code should be used when the project is impacted by Acts of God.
3 - TxDOT Convenience
3A.*
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
3B.
PUBLIC REQUEST AFTER LETTING:  This code should be used when a change is made or work is added to accommodate a public request.
3E.
REDUCTION OF FUTURE MAINTENANCE:  This code should be used when a change is made with the intent of minimizing the need for future maintenance.  Coordination should be undertaken to determine FHWA participation.
3F.
ADDITIONAL WORK DESIRED BY TxDOT: This code should be used when TxDOT adds needed work.                                                                                                                           Use code 3S for MNT contracts under SP to Item 4 (or for Item 10 MMC/TMC contracts).
3H.
COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY:  This code should be used to reduce project cost and/or project duration.
3I.
IMPLEMENT IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY/PROCESS:  This code should be used when improved technologies or better processes are utilized in the project.
3K.*
ADD STK ACCT OR MATL SUPPLD BY TxDOT:  Addition of stock account or material supplied by TxDOT.  This code should be used to buy material purchased by the contractor and not incorporated into the project. It should also be used when TxDOT supplies material to the contractor that is incorporated in the project.
3L.
REVISING SAFETY MEASURES:  This code should be used to revise safety measures on the project. The safety enhancement may be suggested either by TxDOT or the contractor.
3N.
UPGRADE TO CURRENT STANDARDS:  This code should be used for necessary changes to upgrade to current design standards where standards have changed subsequent to PS&E preparation.
3O.
TIME EXTENSION: This code should be used to add time to the contract.  No other work is included in the CO.                                                                           Use code 3S for MNT contracts under SP to Item 4 (or for Item 10 MMC/TMC contracts).
3P.
REPAIR DUE TO 3RD PARTY DAMAGE:  This code should be used when a third party causes damage to TxDOT property. For direction on third-party damage procedures, refer to the District Damage Claim Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) available on the Maintenance Division's intranet page.
3Q.
EMERGENCY DECLARATION: Act of God, such as earthquake, tornado, hurricane or other cataclysmic phenomena of nature. Attach the emergency declaration memo/email/documentation to the CO.
3S.*
MAINTENANCE CONTRACT EXTENSION: This code should be used when exercising SP to Item 4 (or Item 10 language on an MMC/TMC contract) to extend the contract.
3T.
ACTIVATION CORRECTIONS:  This code should be used to correct any entries made or omitted in error at activation.
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4 - Third Party Accommodation
4A.*
FAILURE 3RD PARTY TO MEET COMMITMENT:  This code should be used when a 3rd party to the contract fails to fulfill any part of their commitment.
4B.*
3RD PARTY REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL WORK:  This code used be used when additional work is requested by a third party. Generally, this will require a modification to the advance funding agreement.
4D.*
3RD PARTY ACCOMMODATION - OTHER: This code should be used when other codes in this category are not appropriate.
5 - Contractor Convenience 
5A.
CONTR REQUEST CHANGE, TCP OR SEQUENCE:  This code should be used for contractor requested change to the traffic control plan or sequence of work and must be acceptable to TxDOT.
5B.
CONTR REQUEST CHANGE MATL OR METHOD:  This code should be used for a contractor requested change in materials and/or method of work.  Must be acceptable to TxDOT.
5C.
PAYMENT FOR PARTNERING WORKSHOP:  This code should be used to reimburse a contractor for TxDOT's agreed share of partnering expenses in accordance with Special Provision 000-002.
5E.
CONTRACTOR CONVENIENCE - OTHER:  This code should be used when other codes in this category are not appropriate.
5F.
PRICE REDUCTION:  This code should be used as a reduction in cost for contract items that have deficiencies and TxDOT is willing to accept work at a reduced price.
6 - ROW and Utilities
6A.*
ROW NOT CLEAR - 3RD PARTY RESPONSIBLE: This code should be used for contractor impacts which are the result of right of way not being cleared on the date(s) specified in the plans where a third party is responsible for the right of way acquisition.
6B.*
ROW NOT CLEAR - TxDOT RESPONSIBLE: This code should be used for contractor impacts which are the result of right of way not being cleared on the date(s) specified in the plans where TxDOT is responsible for the right of way acquisition.
6E.*
UNTIMELY ROW:  This code should be used for untimely right of way where other codes in this category are not applicable.
6F.*
JOINT BID UTILITIES:  This code should be used for all joint bid project change orders. 
6G.*
KNOWN UNADJUSTED UTILITIES:  This code should be used when utilities are known to be in the vicinity and are potentially in conflict, but the utility was not properly marked, or a utility did not finish the utility adjustment as scheduled.
6H.*
UNKNOWN UNADJUSTED UTILITIES:   This reason code should be used when utilities are not known to be in the vicinity and are in conflict.
7 - Termination
7A.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-DESIGN ERROR TxDOT:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated due to a major design error and/or omission where TxDOT prepared the PS&E.
7B.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-DESIGN ERROR CONSULTANT:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated due to a major design error and/or omission where a consultant prepared the PS&E.
7C.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-UTILITIES:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated due to a major utility delay or impact. The utility impact could be the result of either a known or an unknown utility.
7D.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-ROW:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated due to asignificant right of way acquisition delay.
7E.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-3RD PARTY:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated when it becomes known or evident that a third party will not be able or is unwilling to fulfill its obligation under an advanced funding agreement.
7F.
CONRACT TERMINATED-ACTS OF GOD:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or a significant portion of a project is eliminated due to an Act of God.
7G.
CONTRACT TERMINATED-OTHER:  This code should be used when a project is terminated or asignificant portion of a project is eliminated due to reasons where other codes in this category are not appropriate.
1. Outside funding provided by:
(Outside Entity's Legal Name)
2. Type of outside funding agreement for this change:
[ Check one ]
3. Indicate the type and amount of funding:
(Estimated Amount 
)
  (a)  Contract Items (Bid Items):
  (b)  E&C*:                                          (a) x
  =
enter %
  (c)  Indirect Cost**:                (a + b) x 
  =
enter %
  TOTAL
Use as needed:
I hereby acknowledge notification of the modifications 
covered by this Change Order.
Date
 By
Typed/Printed Name
Typed/Printed Title
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT CHANGE ORDER NUMBER:
Third Party Funding Notification Sheet
This form is used when the subject change order involves funding by a source other than TxDOT/U.S. DOT, and involves third parties who are providing funding under an Advance Funding Agreement or Donation Agreement.
  CCSJ:
  Project:
Highway:
County:
District:
Contract
  Number:
  * The percentage (%) for E&C (Engineering and Contingencies) charges varies from project to project   depending on the contract amount of the project. Projects with a higher contract amount will have a lower rate   of E&C charge.  For a specific project, E&C rate (%) can be derived from the cost of "Engineering and Contingencies" in   the "Estimated Cost" of the project.  
Funding for this Change Order has been arranged:
TxDOT Representative
Date
Typed/Printed Name:
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